For Designers, Consulting Engineers,
Municipalities, Landowners and Inspectors

Stormwater Retrofits
This case study will save you time and
money outlining lessons on:
•Design
•Tender
•Construction
•Landscaping
•Warranty and commissioning

Lessons Learned
•When designing an LID feature, consider site proximity to every
day human activity and surrounding land uses when determining
type, placement, and general grade. LID must integrate fully with
the aesthetics and function of the property.
•Material selection and specification should be done carefully to
avoid any issues with future performance.
•Construction errors can impact the long term performance,
maintenance, and life cycle cost of your LID practice.
•Incorporating a monitoring regime during the warranty period can
help you address any potential deficiencies early on.
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Introduction

•

In light of frequent extreme weather occurrences,
municipalities are facing many stormwater challenges,
including aging and deficient infrastructure, flash
flooding, and costly repairs.
Credit Valley
Conservation’s (CVC) vision to create “an
environmentally healthy Credit River Watershed for
present and future generations” aligns with addressing
these municipal challenges. To achieve this vision,
CVC is championing Low Impact Development (LID)
within its watershed. Showcasing LID demonstration
projects, programs, and lessons learned to
municipalities and professionals in order to achieve
consensus for this type of water management across
the Province.
Although LID is a growing market in Canada, it shares
commonalities with stormwater management ponds
and other end-of-pipe features common to new
development. Some commonalities between LID and
end-of-pipe practices include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Both must meet requirements of the planning and
plan review process
Both require appropriate sizing to function properly
Both must use proper erosion and sediment
control (ESC), although LID is more robust
Both require assumption protocols such as
inspections and as-built surveys to verify the
practices are constructed as designed
Both can be used to provide water quality
treatment and storage
Both require regular maintenance to ensure long
term performance
Both may require monitoring to ensure water
quality targets are met

Some of the ways in which LID is different from
stormwater management ponds and other end-of-pipe
features are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LID practices are distributed small scale practices
LID practices are typically not individually designed
for flood control
LID practices selected can vary depending on the
type of land use and surrounding activities
LID design can vary greatly depending on site
constraints
LID infiltration practices need to be protected from
contamination and compaction
LID features have unique materials that cannot be
easily substituted and must be installed properly
LID landscapes must meet the surrounding design
aesthetic
LID vegetation serves both a functional and
aesthetic role

LID is new to many professionals who are not
familiar with the construction of these best
practices

From recent surveys we know that stormwater
management ponds are not being constructed to
1
design in Ontario . Even in areas outside of Ontario
where LID application is more wide scale, surveys
have found that LID is also not being constructed to
2
design . As you move forward with your LID project, it
is important that you understand why proper LID
design, construction and maintenance is critical.

There is growing provincial and municipal awareness
of risk and liability of improper performance of
stormwater management systems. As a result,
municipalities and stakeholders are paying closer
attention to assumption inspections to reduce risk and
3
liability and ensure performance . Since 2008, CVC
has worked with designers and property owners
throughout the watershed to construct over 52 LID
sites and learned many lessons along the way. The
following case study outlines these lessons about LID
design, tendering, construction, landscaping, and
warranty and commissioning. By understanding these
lessons, it will help you to properly construct a LID
feature. You will be able to:
•
•
•
•
•

Minimize challenges/issues during the plan review
and permitting process
Minimize additional site visits to review and correct
deficiencies
Minimize costly and time consuming repairs
Minimize unnecessary maintenance over the long
term
Minimize complaints from the public

When this case study is used with CVC’s Construction
Course Making It Work: How to Properly Construct
Low Impact Development Stormwater Management
and guidance documents, you can gain a
comprehensive understanding of how to ensure an LID
project is successful through design, tender,
construction, and commissioning.

1

Lake Simcoe Region Conservation Authority (LSRCA). 2011.
Stormwater Pond Maintenance and Anoxic Conditions Investigation Final Report.
http://www.lsrca.on.ca/pdf/reports/stormwater_maintenance.pdf
(accessed May 27, 2014)
2
Hirschman, D., Woodworth, L., Drescher, S. 2009.
Technical Report Stormwater BMPs in Virginia’s James River Basin:
An Assessment of Field Conditions & Programs. Center for
Watershed Protection
3
Zizzo, L., Allan, T., Kocherga, A. 2014. Stormwater Management in
Ontario: Legal Issues in a Changing Climate
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Who Should Read This
This case study is for:

•

•
•
•
•
•

LID Placement
• Determine appropriate placement of LID features
• Design considering flow path

Engineering design consultants
Municipal staff
Property owners
Project managers and coordinators
Construction Inspectors

Content overview is provided at the beginning of each
main section so that you can make the most effective
use of your time.
Let’s Learn from Each Other
We want to hear from you if you’ve encountered any
challenges, please send your lessons learned on your
LID projects to sustainability@creditvalleyca.ca
Tools and Resources -Through our experience with
LID projects, CVC has developed:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Low
Impact
Development
Stormwater
Management Planning and Design Guide
(particularly Appendix B: Landscape Design Guide
for Low Impact Development)
LID Construction Guide
Grey to Green LID Retrofit Guides
LID Case Studies
CVC’s Stormwater Management Certification
Protocols
CVC’s Making It Work: How to Properly Construct
Low
Impact
Development
Stormwater
Management

See www.bealeader.ca to download guides and learn
about upcoming LID training workshops.

Design
Both LID and stormwater pond design requires proper
sizing, placement and grading to ensure water flows in
and out of the stormwater feature. Many contributing
factors should be taken into account such as preexisting conditions, native soils, infiltration rates,
subwatersheds and catchment areas among others.
Ultimately, good design for both types of features is
critical for optimizing functionality and long-term
performance. To help you avoid design challenges,
CVC documents design issues that can impact proper
functioning of your LID feature(s) that include:
Grading
• Design for runoff to freely flow into the LID feature
• Design to avoid short circuiting of flow
• Design to ensure sufficient ponding depth

Review design elevations and ensure design
drawings are detailed

Materials
• Be detailed during material selection
Landscape Design
• Add variety to the design
• Design using mature plant heights
• Choose the right stock type
• Design with the depth of growing media in mind
• Choose plants based on expected level of
maintenance
• Choose the right pretreatment
• Specify the correct mulch, material, and depth
Erosion and Sediment Control
• Create adaptable sediment and erosion control
plans
Furthermore, detail on LID design is available in
CVC/TRCA’s Low Impact Development Stormwater
Management Planning and Design Guide as well as
CVC’s suite of LID Retrofit Guides available at
www.bealeader.ca for download.
Grading
As with all stormwater management features, grading
of the site is important to ensure water flows properly
into the control feature. With LID, due to its small
scale and varied site distribution, you may experience
more challenges with grade constraints than a
centralized stormwater pond. As you begin the LID
design process, pay careful attention to the following
lessons learned.
Design to Ensure Runoff Freely Flows into the Inlet
of Your LID Feature
There are a number of variables that can impact the
flow of runoff into your LID features. Insufficient grade
change, improper inlet placement, and narrow inlets all
impact runoff flow into the LID feature. The following
challenges should be considered during the design
phase so please take note.
Insufficient grade change is a common design or
construction issue. Proper grading ensures that runoff
flows to and through the inlet of your LID feature.
When grade change at the inlet is too slight, blockage
can occur due to sediment or organic matter build-up.
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Impact
Development
Stormwater
Planning and Design Guide.

Management

If inlets are not considered carefully, you can expect
repeated maintenance and repair with the above noted
issues. CVC has spent a great deal of time adjusting
and cleaning inlets to ensure flow of water into the LID
features. To avoid these challenges, it is important that
your design looks at inlet grade change, placement,
and width during the design phase. Proper inlet design
will help you avoid the pitfalls of costly inlet repairs and
maintenance.

Clogged inlet of a boulevard bioretention garden due to buildup of
organic materials

Emmons & Olivier Resources, Inc. (EOR) recommends
a 50 mm (2”) grade drop at the inlet to the LID feature
to account for vegetation growth and sediment
accumulation.

CVC construction supervisor examining grading towards the inlet of
a boulevard bioretention feature

Recommended slope and drop for inlet of a boulevard bioretention
feature, Source: Emmons & Olivier Resources, Inc.

Ensuring flow enters the practice
To further assist in this matter, you need to consider inlet
placement when designing a LID practice. An inlet close to or
below trees or shrubs can experience more sediment
accumulation particularly in the late spring and fall months. Field
reconnaissance of the site prior to design noting tree and shrub
location can provide very useful information when determining
inlet placement.

To help you make design choices, the market does
offer a variety of inlet options. One such option is an
open face catchbasin. It provides enough grade drop
to ensure proper water flow and captures garbage and
organic debris that can be vacuumed out seasonally.
The photo below shows this type of inlet used at an
LID road retrofit. This type of inlet is similar to an inlet
that you use with a curb and gutter system.

Lastly, inlet size will also impact flow into the LID feature.
Undersized inlets can reduce water flow into the LID feature
causing backflow and bypass of the inlet. Addressing inlet size
during the design phase will avoid challenges with runoff pooling
at the inlet. Please note there are no inlet sizing standards for
LID so each site will need to be assessed on a case-by-case
basis.

For soakaways and infiltration trenches, inlet/overflow
pipes should be continuously perforated, smooth
interior, HDPE or equivalent material, with a minimum
inside diameter of 100 millimetres as per CVC's Low
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problem above, bioretention media was washed into
the river rock to slow down and encourage water to
flow through the entire cell.

Open face catchbasin test site used in a demonstration road right-ofway project

Design to Avoid Short Circuiting of Flow
Once runoff makes it way into the LID feature,
challenges can arise with how the water flows through
the system. Poor design or the wrong placement of
materials can disrupt water flowing through the LID
feature, causing issues like short circuiting. Short
circuiting occurs when water flow goes past critical
components of the LID feature impacting water quality
treatment and storage as illustrated in the diagram
below.
In LID design, a challenge that can cause short
circuiting is use of flow dissipaters (river rock) at the
inlet. At one LID site, river rock placed at the inlet of
the LID feature to reduce flow extended down to the
bottom of the practice allowing incoming runoff to flow
directly to the under drain. As a result, water treatment
and storage capability by the LID feature was reduced
as water did not flow through plant and bioretention
media. Placing inlets too close to outlets will not give
water enough drop out time into the infiltration practice.
Inlet

River Rock

Intended water movement

Bioretention Media

Bioretention soil media being mixed into the stones to prevent short
circuiting of LID feature

Design to Ensure Sufficient Ponding Depth
As with traditional stormwater management ponds,
determining adequate ponding depth can be critical to
the success of the practice. Similarly, it is also
important with LID design to consider ponding depth to
capture maximum runoff volumes and provide enough
contact time for infiltration. Pond depth errors
documented by CVC for LID project sites cause major
issues as illustrated in the following photo. At one site,
the final lift of asphalt was delayed due to winter
weather and the heights of an overflow pipes set to
high. Subsequent snowfall followed by heavy rain led
to large runoff volumes and backflow. The heights of
the overflow pipes were reduced just below inlet grade
to stop backflow onto parking lot. When designing,
ensure LID pond depth accounts for the grades of
inlets, outlets, overflow pipe, and ground surface to
avoid issues backflow or insufficient ponding depth.
The top of the mulch should be considered as final
grade, not the soil.

Under drain

Short circuiting of water through an LID Feature

By minimizing the depth of the river rock and
optimizing the use of plants and bioretention media,
water should flow the full length of the LID feature and
have the opportunity to filter through. To fix the
© Credit Valley Conservation 2014 – Water Resources Management & Restoration

•

To-scale dimensions of clay plugs. Clay plugs
prevent the subsurface migration of water between
bioretention cells.

Ponding depth within LID with overflow not cut to proper grade

Review Design Elevations and Ensure Design
Drawings are Detailed
To avoid these challenges noted above, it is important
to review design grades and design drawings during
the detailed design review phase. Remember your
design drawings need to be as clear as possible. In
Ontario, wide scale adoption of LID is just beginning
and contractors have limited experience with LID
construction. While reviewing design grades, also take
the time needed to include as much construction detail
as possible to give contractors the information they
need.

In this example, design drawings identified non-perforated pipes but
did not explicitly show where perforated pipes started and ended

Such lack of detail in the design drawings can cause
costly repairs to your LID project in the future.
Providing as much detail as possible within design
drawings will help to prevent costly mistakes and
wasted time. To increase clarity and reduce the
potential for error, drawings should include but not be
limited to: profile views, cross sections, dimensions of
non-standard items, construction notes, and a pipe
schedule which identifies segments of perforated and
non-perforated pipes.
LID Placement
Stormwater ponds require significant area and are
typically separated from the main body of development
being drained. Unlike stormwater ponds, LID features
can be built right into the urban fabric, are small scale,
and can be placed in areas with relatively tight
constraints. Due to the close proximity to every day
human activity and surrounding land uses, you need to
carefully consider LID type, placement, and general
grade of the site.

Reviewing every aspect of design drawings prior to construction is
critical

By providing appropriate detail, you will avoid on-site
interpretations of your LID design drawings. CVC has
documented LID projects where a contractor was
unfamiliar with LID construction, resulting in the need
to clarify several aspects of the design, including:
•
•

To-scale dimensions of bioretention planters.
Identify where sections of non-perforated pipe
begin and end.

Determine Appropriate Placement of LID Features
Designers/engineers developing LID site designs must
have an understanding of the layout and function of the
site on a daily and seasonal basis. If you are a
property owner, you can provide the designer or
consultant with how the site is used or impacted by
adjoining sites. A lack of understanding can cost
everyone involved time and money. For example, LID
features within the road right-of-way are impacted by
activities within both the road way, the boulevard, and
adjoining properties.
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Sunken boulevard bioretention units at an LID site prior to additions
of tall vegetation and fencing

CVC documented a project featuring 6 bioretention
planters sunk into the ground located adjacent to a
school.
Due to tight time constraints, little field
reconnaissance took place prior to detailed design.
After project construction, both public safety concerns
and maintenance issues arose.

Cigarette butts clogging paver joints

The general grade of the site also posed challenges for
operations and maintenance. With the bioretention
cells being at the low point of the site, garbage from
snack foods, drink cups, cigarettes, along with grass
clippings and leaves eventually all make their way into
the planters. When designing, consider where the low
points are with the LID placement and if they can act
as collection areas for garbage and debris.

Fencing and vertical plantings to improve site visibility and safety

To address concerns, CVC added both fencing around
the planter cells and shrub and tree plantings to act as
a visual cue to their location. Raised tree planter boxes
may be a better solution in high traffic, pedestrian
accessible areas.

Due to the grade of the site, bioretention planters collect garbage
and organic debris

CVC is working to minimize garbage and debris into
the cells. To minimize operation and maintenance
costs, it is critical for you to consider the uses of the
proposed sites and adjacent lands before designing
© Credit Valley Conservation 2014 – Water Resources Management & Restoration

the LID practice. Field reconnaissance during the predesign phase is critical in answering those questions.
Design Considering Flow Path
When designing LID features in cold climates, it is
important to consider how the water flows towards your
LID feature(s). Flow paths can affect operations and
maintenance of the site especially during the winter
months with ice and snow build up. At best, avoid
having drainage flow over pedestrian areas that can
pose a slip hazard in the winter and frequent winter
salting.
As an alternative, LID types such as
permeable pavers can function very well with snow
and ice melt. Permeable pavers allow melt waters to
directly drain downwards preventing ice build up and
reducing salt usage.
¾” clear stone on the left is double washed and ¾” clear stone on
the right is single washed. The design called for double wash stone.
Remember to verify material being delivered prior to being offloaded.

Parking lot is graded to allow water to flow over the sidewalk and into
the boulevard bioretention unit. This creates icing issues in winter
months.

Materials
The design and excavation of stormwater ponds
requires few construction materials and is relatively
straight forward. In contrast, LID design requires
careful material selection and specification to avoid
any issues with future performance. As you consider
the selection of LID materials for your design, consider
these lessons below to avoid costly mistakes.
Be Detailed During Material Selection
Errors in material choice can range from wrong sizing
of pipes, improper bedding materials, or poor choice of
plants. When a mistake happens in material selection
during the design process, CVC finds that it is not often
discovered until construction and materials are on site.
This is because contractors installing these practices
are often not familiar with LID practices or the specific
materials it requires. Often even slight differences
between materials may impact the performance of an
LID feature. The difference between single wash and
double wash stone may seem insignificant to the
contractor, but for you, why risk the chance of having
future issues which could cost you money?

Choosing the proper material during the design
process can prevent both construction and operational
issues. Materials must be carefully chosen to fulfill a
specific fit and function. Precise material descriptions
in the design drawings and tender will help avoid costly
mistakes and frequent repairs. Use of plastic grates
rather than steel grates on the overflow pipe is a
common example of material switch at LID sites. The
inexpensive plastic grates often crack or are damaged
requiring frequent replacement. Beehive style grates
are often substituted for flat grates and have an impact
on clogging. Ensuring and enforcing material
specification with your design is critical in avoiding this
headache which saves you time and money.
Landscape Design
When it comes to landscape design, stormwater
management ponds and LID sites both serve as urban
amenities and provide community greening adding
value to the area. However, differences do exist with
the framework for landscape design. Stormwater
management ponds are a natural amenity within the
urban fabric, built on separate lots apart from the
development with often a natural design aesthetic.
Plants are left to the will of nature with plant death or
pioneering going unnoticed as it does not take away
from the natural aesthetic. On the other hand, LID
integrates fully with the development, part of the direct
aesthetics of the property and is very visible to the
public. Due to its full integration, the landscape design
must match or add to the surrounding landscape
aesthetic. Plants within the LID feature need to be
healthy. Dead plants need to be replaced quickly just
as you would with any garden. Healthy plants not only
keep up site appearances but are a critical component
in water filtration. Thus, careful selection of plants is
critical and use of a landscape architect or designer
familiar with LID should be part of the design process
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to assist with the planting designs. Ultimately a good
LID landscape design will save you money and time.
See below for more lessons learned with landscape
design. Keeping these lessons in mind will help make
your project a success and aesthetically appealing to
the public.
Add Variety to the Design
In the following LID practice, plants were added
because the design lacked variety. The monoculture
landscape presented challenges due to lack of
flowering blooms and plant heights. The landscaping
portion of the design originally had a monoculture in
each boulevard bioretention unit. These plants would
bloom at different times throughout the season. As
only one plant bloomed at a time, the other five
boulevard bioretention units not blooming reduce the
appeal of the site.
After: Modified planting plan with shrubs, trees, and a variety of
plants

Design Using Mature Plant Heights
Sometimes in the absence of proper field
reconnaissance or design experience, plants can be
selected in haste that can lead to future challenges.
When you or your designer is determining plant
selection, you need to consider what its mature height
will be. Although variability in plant height is good,
plants that are too tall can create public safety risk with
sightline barriers and aesthetic issues. As shown in the
picture below, these plants had to be replaced with
shorter more compact plants. The LID feature was
located in the road right-of-way in front of people’s
homes. Residents were very vocal as the plants
blocked sightlines to the roadway and did not like the
weedy appearance.
Before: Original landscape plan was a monoculture

The landscape design also lacked variety in plant
height. Most plants used were low growing perennials.
Due to the sunken nature of the boulevard bioretention
units, it was almost impossible to notice any plant
growth from the roadway. Public safety also had to be
considered due to the low visibility especially in winter
conditions. To address these challenges, trees,
shrubs, and other perennial plants were added to each
unit to create visual interest. Keep in mind as you
design your LID feature, you need to use the right plant
for the right place by taking into account hydrology and
inundation time.
Before: The green coneflower specified in the plan grew too tall
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After: Plants chosen were low growing with the tallest plant in the
middle and the shortest plant at the edges

Choose the Right Stock Type
Choosing the right stock type is important for plant
establishment. It’s best not to use seed because it is
difficult to establish without taking the practice offline;
flowing water can displace or wash away the seeds. It
also takes longer for native seed to germinate. In the
example below the annual rye came up but then the
native seed was washed away before it germinated.
The next year the site’s appearance was poor as
nothing grew. To fix this, the property owner laid down
sod. The sod worked much better than the seed.
Choosing the right stock type in the first place could
have saved the property owner time and money.

Ensure root bulb depths are accounted for in the designed soil depth

Shallow infiltration beds will impact the health of plants,
as the lack of soil depth may hinder the growth of plant
roots. It also influences the amount of water that can
be absorbed into the clear stone storage bed. Less
bioretention soil media means less water storage and
less water quality treatment by the LID feature.
Choose Plants Based on Expected Level of
Maintenance
Long-term maintenance is an important factor to
consider at the design stage. During the design phase,
you should understand existing site maintenance
routines and whether they may be impacted by the LID
feature. For example, will the homeowner be able to
maintain the LID feature within the right-of-way? This
consideration could impact the size, landscaping and
type of LID feature on a site. For example, large
landscaped boulevard bioretention units with a variety
of plants will take more work to maintain than a smaller
boulevard bioretention unit with only sod. Residents at
one LID site noted that they often felt overwhelmed by
long boulevard bioretention units. Consequently,
substantial changes to maintenance regimes may not
work on residential sites or sites without a substantial
maintenance staff.

The sod worked much better and established quicker

Design with the Depth of Growing Media in Mind
Bioretention media is one of the most critical
components of a properly functioning LID site. Soil
media determines infiltration rates, drawdown times,
and provides support for plant life. Depths that are too
shallow can also impair function of the LID feature. To
avoid this, a landscape plan should be completed with
the design drawings that specify the planting depth of
each plant and the LID facility depths and grades.
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issues like weed growth or stone displacement. As a
designer, pretreatment is needed, but weigh the
maintenance pros and cons of each option especially if
you are depending on the resident for maintenance.

Sodded boulevard bioretention units are a better option for areas
with little to no maintenance

To avoid these challenges, homeowners can be given
a choice of landscape options. Homeowner’s value the
aesthetics of their landscape, and allowing them to
choose their favorite landscape can help them buy-in
to the practice and help maintain the LID feature. At a
residential LID project, homeowners were given a
choice between planted swales and grass swales.
CVC has documented that sod bioretention swales are
a great option for renters who are more transient in
nature or for homeowners who have no interest in
gardening. Ultimately, LID provides you with the
flexibility to design with different landscape options
without impairing function.

At this site the grass filter strip in invading the bioretention practice

Specify the Correct Mulch, Material, and Depth
It is also important to specify the right mulch. Mulch is
often applied to the surface of the soil to conserve
moisture, reduce weed growth, and enhance visual
appeal. However, mulch type can impact the function
of the LID feature and consideration must be given.
CVC has noticed that LID features that use bark chips
will float during a rain fall and can clog the outlet
feature. A clogged outlet can lead to backflow at the
inlet and substantial ponding. To solve the issue of
floating mulch, shredded hard wood mulch is
recommended in the design of your LID feature.
Ideally, no more than one inch of shredded hardwood
mulch should be used in any LID feature.

Longer boulevard bioretention unit in a right-of way, in front of
residents home

Choose the Right Pretreatment
It is also important to choose the right pretreatment
method to reduce future maintenance. CVC has
documented that grass filter strips can cause
maintenance issues due to sod creep into the LID
feature and difficulty with mowing. Maintaining a
mowed sod strip is critical to ensure inlets remain
clear. As an alternative design CVC notes that river
stone gravel strip can be a suitable alternative.
However, stone strips can have their own maintenance

Mulch covering catch basin after storm
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During the design phase, consider alternative ESC
measures such as the protection of existing vegetation.
Providing ample vegetative cover is an essential
control method. Vegetative cover will protect soil from
the impacts of precipitation, wind, and enhance
infiltration of water.
Further, keep your LID sites
offline until the site is stabilized. Overall, an effective
ESC plan within the design of your site will save you
money and time and protect the long term performance
of your LID features.

Appropriate use of mulch at a residential bioretention site

For more information on material choices and LID
landscape design see CVC’s Low Impact Development
Stormwater Management Planning and Design Guide
(particularly Appendix B: Landscape Design Guide for
Low Impact Development), the Low Impact
Development Construction Guide, and CVC’s suite of
Grey to Green LID Retrofit Guides. See
www.bealeader.ca to download guides and learn about
upcoming LID training workshops.
Erosion & Sediment Control (ESC)
Create Adaptable Erosion and Sediment Control
Plans
As with all construction sites, soil erosion can cause
challenges not only for the site but for receiving
waterways. Soil erosion during construction is due to
the removal of vegetation and exposure of soils to wind
and rain.
To account for soil erosion at the
construction site, an erosion and sediment control plan
(ESC) must be developed. Often stormwater ponds
are used as temporary sediment traps during
construction later cleaned out or over excavated to
account for sediment accumulation. Thus, stormwater
ponds are integrated tools of the ESC plan acting to
trap and prevent sediment from leaving the site.
However, LID features are often tools to infiltrate
water. It is critical that your ESC plan protect it from
any sediment that could clog it and preference is that it
not be used as a temporary sediment trap. The ESC
plan should also be flexible enough to include extra
budget to accommodate unforeseen issues that may
develop during construction. Consider that LID
features may be placed in multiple locations and
adjacent construction activities may require your ESC
plan to change. If ESC is inadequate, soil and
sediment can move into LID infiltration areas
decreasing efficiency and receiving waterways leading
to costs to remove sediment.

An effective ESC plan must be installed correctly, had the sediment
fence been anchored into the ground, additional ESC may not have
been required.

Tender
You have spent a great deal of time and money
creating a design for your LID project. To protect your
investment, it is critical that you use your tender as a
tool to ensure a qualified contractor constructs your
LID project properly. A tender for a LID project has
some critical components than may differ from your
tender that you may use for a stormwater management
pond.
Take the time needed to put together a proper tender
for a project with LID. Seemingly, minor details can
often be omitted causing major repercussions down
the road. Tender documents allow property owners to
set out clear expectations and guidelines for the
contractor, consultant and inspector. When landowners
or municipalities are accustomed to writing a tender for
stormwater management pond projects, they may
overlook details that are important to LID. The
following outlines common issues and solutions seen
in LID tender documents:
•
•
•

Be detailed when issuing tenders
Qualify your contractor
Maintenance protocols need to be specified
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•
•
•

Enforcement of holdback
Ensure landscaping is performed by a qualified
landscaper or contractor
Replacement of plants in a timely manner
providing specific period of time written into
warranty

Be Detailed When Issuing Tenders
Just as certain details are often omitted in design
drawings, the same is true of tender documents.
Tender documents give the owner the opportunity to
include any specific details of the feature that may not
be in the detailed design drawings such as bioretention
media specifications. The details in these documents
can be essential to the success of a project. Avoid
omissions in tender documents that would have
clarified many questions that contractors had on site
such as the example below.

More details on dimensions and instructions for installation of the
trench plugs would have been beneficial to ensure that there is no
short-circuiting of stormwater flow.

Qualify Your Contractor
At the moment, few contractors have experience in the
installation of LID. The tender document can be used
to qualify the contractors by asking bidders to provide
a record of LID experience or mandatory training
through LID construction courses. Qualifying your
contractor can also include requiring familiarity with
various guidance documents. CVC offers both an LID
construction course and several LID guidance
documents at www.bealeader.ca that provide
contractors with LID construction tips and knowledge.
In addition, the tender can also outline supplemental
on-site training and education with contractors and
crews as an effective way of educating the contractor.

The Grey to Green Road Retrofits Guide, one of CVC’s LID
guidance documents

Maintenance Protocols Need to be Specific
Often maintenance protocols may be borrowed from
stormwater management ponds or other construction
tenders. Although helpful, it is important to list
maintenance protocols that are more specific to the
LID feature. Maintenance procedures in the tender can
include ensuring surface water drains through the LID
feature, inlets and outlets are clear of debris, overflow
caps are maintained, weeding and removal of dead
plants, and irrigating and fertilizing. Remember, LID
projects are built into the urban fabric and much more
visible to the public. It is important that there is clear
direction in the maintenance of the LID feature.
Enforcement of Holdback
It is important to detail the percent or value of holdback
within the tender of the document. Also, try to provide
detail as to why payment may be withheld. A holdback
option allows you to have greater control over the
project and to address any deficiencies or issues as
they arise. Although holdback is a standard practice for
most construction projects, it is sometimes not
enforced or monies are released prior to assumption
by the property owner.
Ensure Landscaping is Performed by a Qualified
Landscaper
General contractors will often attempt to do the
landscaping themselves which in CVC’s experience
has not been successful. Ensure that within the tender,
it is specified that the landscaping will be substituted
out to a landscaper and not done by the general
contractor. Plants have an important function in LID
sites and so it is critical that the landscaping is
performed correctly.
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Construction

Landscaping subcontractor layout and planting

Replacement of Plants in a Timely Manner Written
into Warranty
Replacement of any dead plant material must be done
quickly to ensure the site’s look and function is
maintained. Often, CVC has documented that
contractors do not replace dead plant material until a
few days before the warranty period ends. As result, it
leaves the property owner with immature plants more
susceptible to drought and disease. As result, more
regular maintenance is needed compared to what is
needed for established plant stock. The property
owner is left with more intensive maintenance than
expected. Through past experience, CVC recommends
inserting a clause into the tender that will ensure that
the contractor or landscape subcontractor will replace
the dead plant material within a specific time frame (biweekly or monthly).

Any construction project has its challenges. You will
find that the characteristics of good construction for a
stormwater pond are the same for LID projects.
However, there are more contractors familiar with
stormwater management pond construction than LID.
The lack of contractor experience in LID will require
careful attention during the construction phase of your
LID project. It will be important whether you are the
property owner, consultant, or inspector to be
knowledgeable of design and the construction process
of your LID feature. Construction errors can impact the
long term performance, maintenance, and life cycle
cost of your LID practice. This section is critical in
combination with CVC’s LID Construction Guide for
you, the consultant or inspector to understand. Take
note of the following common issues and solutions
when constructing your LID practices:
Construction Planning and Communication
• Sequence construction effectively
• Encourage communication during construction
Grading
• Ensure grades meet design specifications
• Ensure positive flow to the LID feature
• Ensure paving direction is consistent with flow
paths to LID features
Materials
• Avoid equipment or material substitutions
• Ensure
bioretention
soil
media
specifications
• Have a designated material storage area

meets

Protect Infiltration Areas
• Use signage and fencing
• Designate routes for heavy equipment and washout areas for concrete trucks
• Maintain a clean workspace
Other Construction Considerations
• Work around unmarked utilities
• Follow existing curb standards
CVC’s LID Construction Guide and future Contractor/
Inspector LID Construction Handbook provides
comprehensive detail and guidance on LID
construction.
Removal of dead plants with new stock

For more information on LID maintenance or
construction, see CVC/TRCA’s LID Stormwater
Management Planning and Design Guide and CVC’s
LID Construction Guide at www.bealeader.ca

Construction Planning and Communication
It is important for the success of your LID project that
you have both an effective construction and
communications plan. CVC has been involved with a
number of LID construction projects and included
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lessons learned for you to consider. Some of the ways
that can help your LID project is to:
•
•

Sequence construction effectively
Regular communication during construction

Sequence Construction Effectively
When constructing a LID site, it is important to develop
proper construction sequencing. Most designs include
sensitive areas which can be adversely affected by
improper sequencing. Spending time up front to plan
out the construction process and phasing can save
time and money when construction is underway.
When poor sequencing takes place it can affect a
number of things: Quality of work and duration of the
construction process are immediate factors.
If
timelines are tight due to poor planning, workers may
be tempted to cut corners leaving you with deficiencies
at the end of the project to address. At the same time,
poor sequencing can also extend the construction
period. CVC has often seen delays due to materials
not arriving on time. Ensure that your contractor has
ordered necessary materials well in advance to ensure
timely delivery.
Poor sequencing can also cause materials to be
moved unnecessarily or sit on site for extended
periods. In such instances, there is an increased
chance of contamination or specified materials or
infiltration areas. Pay careful attention to any specified
engineered media. Have a note of when it is delivered
and when it will be installed. The longer it sits onsite,
the greater risk of contamination and unusable for your
LID feature. To assist the construction process, make
sure you and your contractor designate material
storage areas, particularly for specified materials used
for LID infiltration practices. Keeping them separate
will help you avoid any contamination and material
losses.

If delays are expected, ensure that your contractor can
provide additional ESC to protect both the LID features
and any needed construction materials. The use of
geotextile fabric to wrap or cover infiltration areas is an
effective practice.
Encourage Communication During Construction
Along with good construction planning, regular
communication between the consultant, inspector,
project manager, contractor, workers, landowners, site
users, and the public can help to eliminate many
potential hiccups during the construction process.
When all parties involved are kept up to date on project
developments, there is less potential for overlap,
errors, and misunderstandings.
It is recommended that construction meetings are held
on a routine basis. This ensures that all parties are on
the same page. Everyone will be up-to-date on the
status of the project (i.e. what has been completed,
projected timelines etc.) These meetings can also
serve as training and education sessions to ensure
that workers are aware of critical project elements,
such as the protection of infiltration areas. In addition,
address any concerns posed by public or residents
during construction.
Addressing public concerns
through townhall, flyers, signage, or one-on-one
conversation are methods that are at your disposal.
By keeping public happy, you will increase your
chances of having a successful LID project.

Involve residents in public information sessions to educate
homeowners on plant choices and maintenance practices

Poor construction sequencing can cause materials to be moved
multiple times.

At a LID parking lot retrofit project, construction
meetings were extremely helping avoid serious
disruption. This particular parking lot needed to remain
open to use throughout the construction process as it
was the only employee parking available. The parking
lot had to be built in phases, with one portion
remaining opening while other portions were under
construction. Regular construction meetings allowed
the project manager, contractor, and the landowner to
coordinate appropriately. This ensured that there was
always space for employees to park and that site
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owners could communicate with employees regularly
about construction status.

Communication can help to eliminate problems before they happen
at construction sites

Changing grades after construction is completed can
cost money and time. At one LID construction project,
grades assumed correct prior to planting led to inlet
blockage, short circuiting, and reduced ponding
depths. To correct the issue, grades were resurveyed.
Survey showed incorrect grading, plants had to be dug
up and the site re-graded to meet correct grade costing
time and money. A record of site grades will assist the
inspector and provide reason for any grade
adjustments.
Ensure Positive Flow to the LID Feature
LID practices depend on unobstructed flow for optimal
performance. CVC has documented sod filter strips
applied at the incorrect grade which causes inlet
blockage and backflows. At the site pictured below,
the pre-filter sod strip was too high creating a barrier at
the inlet. Expected settling of bioretention soil media
did not occur. The pre-filter sod strip had to be lowered
to ensure positive flow into the LID feature.

For your liability, keep a record of communications
during the construction process. This record should
include meeting minutes as well as photographs,
emails, and telephone conversations. Having a
physical record of what was said between project
managers, contractors, workers, and site owners can
help to eliminate confusion and misunderstandings.
Grading
Ensure Grades Meet Design Specifications
Grading is a critical element to the success of a LID
project. Improper benchmarks or infrequent surveying
at key points in the construction process can impact
the LID features functionality or aesthetics. It is
important that the site is surveyed regularly and
properly during the construction phase. Keep a record
of survey grades throughout the construction process
in case adjustments are needed.

Height of sod blocks flow into the bioretention cell.

While inspecting, you must ensure that positive grade
remains at the inlet, through the LID feature, and at the
outlet. Verify with surveyors that design grades are met
for all inlets and outlets prior to your LID feature
coming online.
Ensure Paving Direction is Consistent with Flow
Paths to LID Features
Similar to grading, paving direction can impact the
performance of your LID features. Paving direction
counter to the flow path can inhibit flow towards the
LID features. This can create ponding and slip and fall
hazards in the wintertime.

Improper grading of bioretention cell hinders runoff from distributing
to the entire cell, or bypassing it completely.

In the picture below, following the installation of the
asphalt base lift, ponding was observed. The ponding
was due to the mild slope (0.5%) of the parking lot.
This caused a minor lip to form with each pass of the
paver machine. This is typically not an issue for
surfaces with slopes >1.0%, but in this case it caused
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water to pool throughout the parking lot. CVC
recommends designing with slopes greater than 1%.
Prior to the final asphalt layer, ponding areas were
marked on a parking lot map so that the contractor was
well aware and could provide a thicker application of
asphalt.

While the single wash stone can still be effective, it can
clog much faster than the double wash stone leading
to reduced performance of the LID feature. As you
inspect materials on site, verify with the contractor
delivery of specified materials with material
transportation logs.

Improper paving direction causes ponding in a parking lot during the
original base coat

Single washed stone on the right has more fine material than the
double washed stone on the left

Materials
Incorrect choice of material is often a design issue, but
can sometimes occur during the construction phase as
different materials are substituted from the original
design. Unlike stormwater ponds, certain LID practices
can be made up of multiple layers of materials. Thus,
attention is needed from the inspector to verify correct
materials are used. There are several reasons why
wrong materials maybe used during the construction
phase:

Ensure
Bioretention
Soil
Media
Meets
Specifications
LID engineered media needs to meet specification to
ensure proper infiltration capability and the ability to
support healthy plant life. Typically it takes several
attempts for manufacturers to meet engineered soil
specifications. Often manufacturing requires an initial
hand mixture and then follows with mechanical mixing
to meet the specified soil mix. The manufacturer must
complete a soil analysis test to make certain that the
soil mixture meets specification and the test is
documented on paper.

•
•
•

The contractor is unable to locate the product
specified in the design within the needed
timeframe
The contractor substitutes a product they are more
comfortable with
The contractor finds an ”alternative”

Use of the wrong material can have direct impacts on
the functionality of the LID practice. The following
section will discuss some of the challenges you may
encounter with construction materials and how to
overcome during inspection.
Avoid Equipment or Material Substitutions
Many LID infiltration practices call for clean wash stone
placed within the practice. This is particularly common
in bioretention cells and permeable pavement designs.
These stones store and filter water within the LID
feature. Double wash stone should always be used, as
it includes less fine materials than single wash stone.
In the picture below the contractor attempted to use
single wash stone often as it is a cheaper product.

Media delivered on site should always be tested whether they meet
the same specifications as the test samples
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The soil analysis test ensures that the mixtures meet
the standards outlined in CVC/TRCA’s Low Impact
Development Stormwater Management Planning and
Design Guide. Lab analysis will look at the ratio of:
•
•
•
•
•

Sand
Fines
Organic material
CEC
pH

In some cases, several samples may need to be tested
to ensure that the bioretention media has been mixed
to specifications. Manufacturers must be given ample
time in order to create a properly mixed product. Thus,
encourage the contractor to start the process as early
as possible. All tests should be done prior to and you
have a copy of all test records.

A correct sample brought on site to verify delivered media

If the bioretention media does not meet specification
and is installed, failure of the LID feature is probable.
In the picture below, no soil analysis was completed
prior to installation. As a result, the LID feature failed to
infiltrate runoff within a 24-48 hour period and plant
material died due to the constant wet soil conditions.
Further testing showed that the bioretention media
failed to meet specification. It was removed, along with
plant material and reinstalled which was both timeconsuming and costly.

Bioretention media that did not meet specification ponding

Excavation and replacement of incorrect bioretention soil media

Have a Designated Material Storage Area
As noted in construction planning, a designated
material storage area should be set aside at the
beginning of construction. We recommend that
material should be used as soon as it arrives on site,
however it is not always possible. Without designated
storage, materials can be contaminated or damaged
incurring extra costs due to material loss. At a road
retrofit project, material storage areas were designated
but contractor error led to materials being
contaminated and unusable for the LID feature. As
you inspect the site, stay on top of material storage to
avoid material loss or damage. It is critical that you
properly designate any LID material storage areas to
prevent material contamination.
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Designated material storage areas should ideally be covered from
potential contamination

Protect Infiltration Areas
During the construction process, it is extremely
important for LID infiltration areas to be protected from
sediments or activities that may reduce LID
performance.
Remember, unlike stormwater
management ponds, LID features are not a preferential
feature to be used as a temporary sediment control.
Problems such as clay soils mixing with bioretention
soil media, concrete trucks washing out in or near an
LID infiltration area, or garbage around the
construction site can all have an impact on the
functionality of the LID feature.

Fencing and geotextile protecting infiltration area

To further enhance protection of your LID features, use
of fencing can be effective. Fencing reduces access to
both workers and equipment and creates a small buffer
between the feature and construction activities.

Prior to construction, it is good to review the ESC plan
with the contractor and identify methods to use to
protect your LID features. CVC highlights a number of
practical methods of protecting your LID infiltration
areas apart from conventional ESC practices:
•
•
•

Use signage and fencing
Designate routes for heavy equipment and washout areas for concrete trucks
Maintain a clean workspace

Use Signage and Fencing
Signage and fencing is a simple and cost effective of
way of both communicating and protecting your LID
feature. In the figure below, signage clearly demarks a
rain garden infiltration to all workers at the site.

Two underground soakaway pits protected and fenced off

Designate Routes for Heavy Equipment and WashOut Areas for Concrete Trucks
Concrete trucks and heavy equipment can impact your
LID feature by tracking dirt, compacting soil and
washing in/out or near your infiltration area. To
minimize impacts of heavy equipment and concrete
trucks, two methods were used which can be applied
to your LID project sites.
The first method was to designate separate routes for
heavy equipment. At a LID parking lot retrofit, a large
permeable parking lot required protection from dirt and
dust during construction. To protect this area, an
alternate route was mapped out and explained to
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drivers of large vehicles. The route prevented both
trucks and heavy equipment from driving on the large
permeable paver parking lot and prevented both
compaction and tracking of materials.

Sub-contractors using a chute-wash system with no concrete runoff

Routes on construction sites should be developed for heavy
equipment to avoid transferring dirt into permeable pavers or other
infiltration practices.

Maintain a Clean Workspace
Due to the sensitive nature of LID infiltration areas, it is
important to keep these areas clear of dust, dirt or
debris. Thus, designated working areas may need to
be provided to ensure that tasks can be completed
without affecting infiltration areas.

The second method was designated wash-out stations
for concrete trucks. Without a designated area, most
drivers will wash out their trucks in the closest area of
convenience. At a LID road retrofit, a concrete truck
washed out adjacent to an infiltration area. Concrete
washout can clog infiltration areas and impact the
performance of the LID feature. In the image below,
the inspector had the driver clean up the washout
before draining into the LID feature.

In the photo below, contractors cut permeable pavers
on top of the LID feature. Both cuttings and fine dust
can clog infiltration areas as its flows downward.
Cutting pavers in place has been noted at several
sites. As you begin your construction project,
designate a work site with your contractor for materials
to be cut or use a sacrificial piece of filter cloth to avoid
any impact to the LID infiltration feature.

Cement truck washes out in an undesignated area.

Permeable pavers being cut and trimmed in place creating a fine
dust

Some trucks now have an on board chute washing
system that captures any washout and pumps it back
into the mixer (see picture below). If space does not
exist for a designated washout, check with your ready
mix concrete supplier to see if their trucks have on
board chute washing system.

Other Construction Considerations
Stormwater management ponds typically are built
strictly with new development. Ponds require large
parcels of land to meet design volume controls which
makes them not the best option to enhance an existing
site’s stormwater management. LID being small scale
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and distributed in nature is often used in retrofit
situations to enhance existing site stormwater
management. CVC has documented LID features
installed in areas with development that is 80 to 90
years old. As such, challenges may arise when
working in older development areas.

sit below the curb line requiring additional soil and
costs.

Work Around Unmarked Utilities
Utility locates are typically acquired during the predesign stage to ensure that construction does not
interfere with pre-existing utility lines. Ideally, LID
designs will avoid utilities, as moving them can prove
quite costly. Sometimes unmarked utility lines end up
being exposed during construction. When this
happens, the consultant, contractor, inspector, and
supervisor must determine an alternative solution
quickly to prevent downtime and maintain the safety of
the workers and public.
4” curb standard used instead of 2” creating grading issues at this
RIGHT-OF WAY retrofit.

Landscaping

Unmarked fiber optic utility lines exposed during construction

Follow Existing Curb Standards
LID road right of way retrofits can include replacement
of curb with a non-typical curb standard. Design
drawings will call for a specific curb height that
contractors should adhere to. This height has an
impact both on the look of the LID feature, as well as
final grading. This can impact the function of a site
significantly, as flows may not be conveyed properly
and assumption requirements will not be met.
Remember that with LID sites, use of rolled curbs or
creation of curb inlets can cause confusion. It is
important to take the time needed to explain to both,
the contractor or sub-contractor the importance of
meeting curb mold specifications.
Error with curbs can cause you additional costs. In the
picture below, the design called for a 2” rounded
OPSD curb mold. The sub-contractor was unable to
find the specified mold in the 2” size, and ordered a 4”
curb mold instead. The increased height of the curb
forced a change in grading so that the grass would not

Landscaping is typically the final stage in the
construction process. As noted earlier, LID landscapes
need to meet both function and standards whether
using plants or sod. Remember that landscaping is the
visible component of your LID project and often held to
a higher design aesthetic than a stomwater pond.
Several issues can arise if landscaping is not done
properly which can cost you money. If your contractor
does not have LID landscape experience, a LID
landscaper can be subcontractor or your landscape
architect or designer can help the contractor with
supervising the installation and providing guidance on
maintenance of the LID landscapes. To help you avoid
costly mistakes, CVC has documented the following
common LID landscape issues and solutions:
•
•
•

Choosing the right time to plant
Inspect plants and use proper planting practices
Maintain final grades throughout landscaping

For more information, please refer to CVC’s
Landscape Design Guide for Low Impact Development
and CVC’s LID Construction Guide available at
www.bealeader.ca
Choosing the Right Time to Plant
In order for vegetation to have the best chance for
survival, planting should take place during the spring or
fall months. High heat and lack of rainfall during the
midsummer months can adversely affect plant life
especially during the establishment period.
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As shown in the picture below, at one LID site, the
plants were installed during a significant summer
drought period. This made it very difficult for the plants
to establish and gain coverage, as they were not
receiving enough water. Even drought tolerant plants
require water, especially during their initial 2 years in
order to establish roots. A plan must be made with
your contractor to ensure that plants are watered
regularly if it receives no rain during the establishment
period. Make sure that you or the inspector enforces
the maintenance plan outlined in the tender.

Properly planted site with careful consideration of plant choice

Make certain that the landscaper removes plants from
their containers prior to planting. Planting in plastic
containers or failing to remove the top of wire basket
and burlap will restrict the growth of the plant by
blocking the roots.

Bioretention cell during a summer drought

Overall, CVC has had more success with plantings
completed during spring or fall months. Although
property owners often want to see sites completed as
soon as possible, planting at the wrong time could
create additional project costs later on if replanting is
needed.
Inspect Plants and Use Proper Planting Practices
Prior to planting, the nursery stock should be inspected
to ensure all plants are in good health. The landscaper
or contractor should also make certain that the right
plant species are delivered. The nursery stock should
appear well watered and leaves should be green and
full. They should also show no signs of disease or
stress.

Planting to the proper root depth is also an important
part of planting practices. If plants are placed too
shallow, roots will not have enough soil depth to
establish themselves. If the plants are placed too deep
in the soil, they will suffocate. Different plants have
different soil depth requirements, so it is important to
be familiar with what you are planting and what
resources they will require. The soil can also settle
after digging so plant a little higher to account for this
phenomenon.
Once plants are placed, soil will need to be compacted
around the plant. If soil is not compact enough, it will
leave air pockets. Air pockets around roots can hinder
their growth.
Plants then must be watered immediately. Following
the initial plantings, they must continue to receive
water regularly in order for them to establish.
Depending on the selection of plants, this could be
weekly or biweekly.
At some LID sites, poor planting practices have led the
majority of plants to die out. Since these plants fill both
a water treatment and aesthetic function, they have to
be replaced quickly. It is important that your contractor
follows proper planting practices, and you or your
inspector be knowledgeable about planting and
establishment requirements. This will ensure that no
extra cost is incurred from replanting.
Maintain Final Grades throughout Landscaping
As discussed in the construction section of this case
study, grade is a critical component to the success of
an LID practice. Grades can also be adversely affected
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during the landscaping process. Soil, sod, plantings
and mulch can all affect grade. Landscapers must be
made aware of the grading requirements prior to
planting. This will ensure that the proper grading that
has been designed and constructed is not altered
during the landscaping process with the addition of
mulch, plants or river stone. Verification of grades
during and after landscaping will ensure design grades
are met.

such as back flow at the inlets and short circuiting. By
incorporating a monitoring regime during the warranty
period, you can address any deficiencies at no added
cost to you. Monitoring can be as simple as visual
inspection during and after a rain event or can include
automated monitoring equipment. Although costs are
incurred with monitoring, it can save you significant
costs in the long term if major work is needed. It is
helpful to initiate your monitoring program as the site
comes online since warranty is often enforceable from
the date of major completion.

Grades can be altered by soil, sod, plantings, or mulch

For more information on landscaping see CVC/TRCA’s
Appendix B: Landscape Design Guide for Low Impact
Development, CVC’s Low Impact Development
Construction Guide, and LID construction training
course. See www.bealeader.ca to download guides
and learn about upcoming LID training workshops.

Warranty & Commissioning
Post-construction warranty and commissioning ensure
the current and future successes of a LID site as they
do for a stormwater management pond. A competent
warranty will include all aspects of a site: both
functional and aesthetic. CVC has documented several
LID sites during the warranty period. The following
highlights lessons learned in LID site warranty and
commissioning that CVC has gained:
•
•
•

Monitoring verifies performance
Frequency of maintenance and
replacement of materials
Enforcement of warranty is critical

CVC staff downloading performance data and collecting water
quality samples

Frequency of Maintenance and Immediate
Replacement of Materials
In order to reduce maintenance and operation costs,
some contractors wait until the warranty period is
nearly complete before they carry out any of the
required maintenance. It is up to you or your inspector
to enforce the maintenance required of the contractor.
Leaving maintenance work needed, repairs or
replacement of the plants until the end leaves you with
a poorer LID site that may cost your more money and
time.

immediate

Monitoring Verifies Performance
Monitoring is a critical part of ensuring that the LID
features are working as intended. Often, ongoing
performance results are indicative of issues that would
otherwise be missed by routine site inspections. Due to
LID performance monitoring, CVC has identified issues

CVC staff doing monthly inspections of LID sites to facilitate
maintenance needs and lifecycle costs
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Regular maintenance enhances the performance,
aesthetics, and longevity of LID practices, particularly
during the initial establishment phase. Ongoing
maintenance prevents small problems from becoming
large ones and improves the public perception of the
practice.

repercussions if the job is not completed to
specifications. The warranty must include a guarantee
on work, maintenance schedule, guidance on
replacement of materials, coverage of any associated
costs in rectifying deficiencies, and the parties
responsible for the work. It is important that the
warranty is as detailed as possible to ensure that there
is no confusion.
A contractor who is not following the warranty
agreement will be in breach of contract. This can
hinder the completion of LID project and potentially
increase costs. Clarity and precision in the contract will
help to ensure that this process is quick and simple.
Some of the common warranty issues that CVC has
encountered include:
•
•

Here is an example of plants not being maintained according to
aesthetic goals.

CVC has documented several sites where
maintenance is not enforced. Repair and clean up of
the site can cost much more than if you were to
enforce the contractor to abide to the maintenance
regime. It is important that whoever is responsible for
maintenance has a thorough understanding on how
the site should be maintained.

•

Replacement of bioretention soil media
removal and disposal of current
vegetation.
Frequency of maintenance including
plants, weeding, and replacing dead
plants.
Frequency of inspection of landscape.

(including
soil and
watering
or dying

Having clear expectations up front with your contractor
and stipulating these detailed expectations in the
warranty will help to avoid issues later on.

Summary
CVC has provided you with a number of valuable
lessons learned for LID design, construction,
maintenance, warranty and commisioning. It is the
intention of these lessons learned to help make your
LID project a success, save you money, and gain
knowledge and understanding.
For your quick
reference regarding lessons learned, go back to the
introduction sections. Please see tools and resources
for additional detail with LID design, construction, and
maintenance.

Tools and Resources
Weeds growing through permeable pavement cracks decreases
drainage.

Enforcement of Warranty is Critical
When awarded a construction job, contractors enter
into a warranty agreement with the landowner. This
warranty will outline the responsibilities of the
contractor in ensuring their job is completed to
specifications written in the tender. It also outlines the

CVC is using their experience in constructing LID sites
to develop several resources for contractors, site
managers, and site owners to use when building other
LID sites. These include:
•

CVC/TRCA’s
Low
Impact
Development
Stormwater Management Planning and Design
Guide – provides up-to-date information and
direction
on
landscape-based
stormwater
management
planning
and
low
impact
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•

•

•

•

•

•

development stormwater management practices. It
is also intended to help streamline and focus the
design and review process, as well as ensure that
the goals, objectives and targets outlined in
watershed and subwatershed studies are being
met. Available at www.bealeader.ca
CVC’s Landscape Design Guide for Low Impact
Development – provides planning and design
guidance regarding plant selection. The plant
selection and design are essential both for function
and for the public perception and acceptance of
LID practices in the landscape. Available at
www.bealeader.ca
CVC’s Low Impact Development Construction
Guide – a document for design consultants,
municipal engineers, plan reviewers and
construction project managers. It addresses the
common LID construction failures and how to avoid
them, to bridge the gap between the design and
construction of LID. Available at www.bealeader.ca
Grey To Green Retrofit Guides – these five
guides are tailored to specific land-uses, including
road right-of-ways, private lands, public lands,
residential lands and an overarching guide to
assist municipalities on how to implement city-wide
retrofit programs. These guides include sections
on tender and contractor, as well as construction
supervision. These guides are available for
download at www.bealeader.ca
CVC’s LID Case Studies - these case studies
document LID projects from across Ontario. Learn
from the barriers, issues, and challenges that were
encountered, and how they were overcome. All case
studies include sections on planning, design, and
construction.
They
are
available
at
www.bealeader.ca/casestudies
CVC’s Stormwater Management Certification
Protocols – Bioretention will be the first series of
LID certification protocols released. The series
provides guidance regarding the assumption
protocols of an LID feature to certify the project. They
will be available at www.bealeader.ca beginning in
June 2014.
CVC’s LID Construction Course and other
Making it Work events – CVC has designed an
LID
construction
course
for
municipalities,
contractors, engineers, site inspectors and plan
reviews. CVC also offers regular LID training
opportunities through a variety of bus tours,
workshops and seminars.
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